Swiftway’s products as a total

solution for businesses
Swiftway is a premium business provider of turnkey
internet services based in Europe and the USA.
The company has been in continuous operation since
2005 and offers its services to demanding firms in over 90
countries around the world.

simple, valuable and trusted experiences with technology, continuously improving the way our customers work.
As the interactive media market and Internet market
explodes, Swiftway is uniquely positioned to serve the
needs of demanding clients worldwide.

Swiftway’s product is a total solution for businesses.
Competitors generally offer only simple unmanaged
services while we explore how technology and services
can help companies address their problems and
challenges, and realize their possibilities, aspirations and
dreams. We apply new thinking and ideas to create more

Our staff of professionals offers our customers access to
leading edge technologies that other technology firms
are just starting to read about. Swiftway’ s client list is
varied; from financial institution and online traders to
Internet Providers. They turn to Swiftway as their
technology partner and design consultant.

Benefits
Swiftway offers its clients the highest level of professional guidance to help them plan, outline, build, and implement, successful Internet strategies. Swiftway benefits
substantially through partnerships with leading technology and software companies.
Swiftway designed and owns its International network
AS35017 connected to multiple carriers and hundreds of
peers. Our in-house Network Operation Center allows us
to offer complete end-to-end monitoring of the network
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

To find more information about us and our products visit us on

www.swiftway.net

E5

PROCESSOR E5 2650

price from

$ 345,-

Build around Intel® Xeon® E5 family processors, our dual processors platforms support up to 8 physical cores, 16 logical
threads and 128 gigabyte of Internal memory and delivers the best combination of performance and power efficiency.
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Choose your own

server combination
Swiftway has built its entry level business class dedicated server solutions on proven server platforms from Swiftway
and Supermicro. These server platforms feature a powerful built-in KVM over IP solution with remote media support, as
well as hardware health monitoring and the possibility to remote reboot the server in case your Operating System
becomes non responsive.
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Swiftway’s legacy-free, low-cost networking services offer unmatched value to customers, even those with substantial
bandwidth requirements. By using the latest state-of-the-art technology and innovative, efficient techniques, Swiftway
sets the new standard for affordable, high-quality Internet Services.
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Focus on the needs of business clients and their customers
24/7/365 technical support and senior IP engineering team support
Open transparency to network monitoring tools
Swiftway Customize its solutions to customer needs
Various datacenter locations across the globe ensures offsite backup possibilities

To find more information about us and our products visit us on

www.swiftway.net

